
Template for pilot description 

Pilot identification  

1 PL 1 (URL Inventory based on ISTAT software) 

Reference Use case  

X 1) URL Inventory of enterprises  2) E-commerce from enterprises’ websites  

    

 3) Job advertisements on enterprises’ websites  4) Social media presence on enterprises’ web pages 

 

Synthesis of pilot objectives  

Because Polish official statistics has a business register with URL addresses, the goal of this use case was to 

verify the data already stored in the business register. Although not all of enterprises’ URLs are included in 

the business register, the decision was to validate a sample set of the URLs. The aim was to verify whether 

the data in the business register are the same with the results obtained by ISTAT URL Retrieval software. 

Therefore the decision was to analyze the output of the software – two lists were compared to see the 

results. 

Pilot details 

 

 

 



General description of the flow on the logical architecture 

The logical architecture can be divided into three steps: 

1) preparing the names for URL identification from Business Register, 
2) identifying URLs with Bing API, 
3) comparative analysis of URLs retrieved with Bing API with URLs stored in Business Register. 

 

Functional description of each block  

URL Searcher is a software implemented by ISTAT that use Java and Bing API to find an URL of the 

enterprise. The software retrieves the first ten proposed URLs and put them in a text file. 

Datasets merger – because the output of URL Searcher and Business Register data are stored in different 

files, the goal was to merge them to have one dataset for comparison. 

URL Comparer – used to compare the results of URL Searcher with data stored in Business Register. 

Description of the technological choices  

Java – to execute IStat URL Searcher software 

Python – language used for Dataset Merger and URL Comparer 

Pandas – library for Python to process and analyze the data 

Concluding remarks 

Lessons learned 

 Methodology 
o In many cases URL Searcher gives references to Facebook or Twitter account of the 

company but they cannot be eliminated as numerous URLs in business register refer to 
Facebook or Twitter profile of the company. Most of the URLs that match the value stored 
in a business belong to large companies. Small companies are not easy to identify, 
especially when name is the same like “Vocational School”. Therefore we decided to 
conduct a test with name and city as well as name, city and street of the company taken 
from business register. 

 IT 
o As the results from the URL Searcher are in semi-structured csv-like file, it is easy to process 

the data is to use Pandas in Python to merge and process the datasets.  The scripts can be 
executed using pyspark. 

 Legal 
o No legal issues as Bing public API is used. 

Open issues 

URL Searcher gives an opportunity to verify the current URLs in business register. However manual work is 

also necessary to solve problems with any duplications of the same URL identified for two different 

enterprises. 


